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1111 19th Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20036-3691
Tel: (202) 778-6400 August 29, 1988

Mr. Charles E. Kay
Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Subject: 1988 Draft Mission Plan Amendment (53 Fed. Rev. 24482)

Dear Mr. Kay:

On June 29, 1988, the Department of Energy (DOE) announced in
the Federal Register the publication of a Draft Mission Plan
Amendment (2XPA) and solicited comments by August 29, 1988. The
Edison Electric Institute (EEI), the Utility Nuclear Waste Manage-
ment Group (UNWMG), and the Electric Utility Companies' Nuclear
Transportation Group (NTG) appreciate the opportunity to submit
comments on the QXPA.

EEI is the association of the nation's investor-owned electric
utilities; its members generate about seventy-three percent of the
Nation's electricity and serve over sixty-seven million customers.
UNWMG is a group of forty-five electric utilities providing active
oversight of the implementation of the federal statutes and the
regulations governing radioactive waste management. NTG is a group
of twenty-nine utilities providing active oversight of implementa-
tion of the federal statutes and the regulations governing trans-
portation of radioactive materials. Together, EEI/UNWMG/NTG
represent the majority of the holders of contracts with DOE for
disposal of spent nuclear fuel under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(NWPA), as amended. To date, electric utilities (and others) have
paid over $3.3 billion into the Nuclear Waste Fund. These funds
are collected from electricity consumers. It is extremely
important that the waste program be carried out in an efficient and
cost-effective manner and on a schedule consistent with DOE's
statutory obligation and contractual commitments.

In 1985, DOE submitted to Congress its Mission Plan for the
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program. This report was
prepared to comply with Section 301 of the NWPA, which required DOE
to prepare

a comprehensive report...which shall provide an
informational basis sufficient to permit
informed decisions to be made in carrying out
the repository program and the research,
development, and demonstration programs
required under [the NWPA].
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Although not required by Section 301, DOE stated in the 1985
Mission Plan that it would annually determine whether to revise the
PIan. In 1987, DOE decided to prepare an amendment to the Mission
Plan to apprise Congress of "significant recent achievements." DOE
has now decided to prepare another Mission Plan Amendment

to inform Congress of its plans for implement-
ing the new focus for the Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management Program that is provided by
the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of
1987....

We support the Mission Plan amendment process, because it
affords all interested parties the opportunity to review DOE's
progress in implementing its statutory mandate and DOE's future
plans. Mission Plan Amendments also provide a basis for Congres-
sional oversight and legislative action, where appropriate.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987 (NWPAA) makes
a number of major changes to the course of this Nation's civilian
high-level radioactive waste program. The most significant are
that site characterization for the first repository shall take
place only at the Yucca Mountain site, that DOE shall suspend its
program for a second repository site, and that siting, construction
and operation of a monitored retrievable storage facility (MRS) is
authorized (but subject to a number of conditions). Congress
intended these changes to focus the program more sharply, allowing
DOE to concentrate its resources. These changes should be of great
benefit to the program. With only a single repository site to
characterize, DOE should be able to carry out its program more
efficiently, more economically, and more expeditiously.

We are dismayed that there is no indication that DOE will be
able to achieve any of the benefits stemming from Congress'revision
of the program. The DIPA reflects no improvement in the pace (or
the cost) of the nuclear waste program. Indeed, even with site
characterization now limited to a single site, the DMPA indicates a
new, six-month delay before exploratory shaft construction can
begin. Perhaps worse, DOE fails to provide any indication of the
steps taken, or planned, to assure that it can meet its statutory
obligation and contractual commitments to dispose of spent nuclear
fuel beginning in 1998. It is unconscionable that after EEI/UNWMG/
NTG members and others have paid $3.3 billion into the Nuclear
Waste Fund and DOE has expended over $2 billion of that amount, DOE
is not upholding its end of the bargain contained in the NWPA, as
amended.

EEI/UNWMG/NTG continue to be concerned not only with the rate
at which DOE is making progress in implementing the nuclear waste
program, but also with DOE's seeming lack of concern for the
uncertainty and costs that the increasing delays are imposing on
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electric utilities and electricity consumers. Just as DOE must
continue to develop and maintain the technical credibility of the
waste program, so too must DOE develop and maintain the credibility
of its statutory obligation and contractual commitments to those
that must rely on, and are paying for, DOE's high-level radioactive
waste disposal services.

It is our belief that the original schedule contained in the
NWPA could have, and still can, be met. DOE has always indicated
that its schedules are optimistc. however, when DOE turns to
implementing the NWPA it interprets the statute in a manner that
leads to requirements for the statutorily mandated environmental
and licensing documents that appear to go well beyond Congressional
intent. This, in turn, has lead to years of additional time in
developing these documents, which are on the critical path for
repository development.

It is our observation that this situation stems from two
factors. First, from an approach to program management that is not
focused on the program's mission to license, construct, and operate
successfully a waste repository. Second, from personnel that lack
experience in the regulatory arena from the perspective of a
licensee. DOE must implement a strong, central, single chain-of-
command organization to control the program. DOE must staff this
organization with people who possess the requisite skills and
backgrounds to be effective in dealing with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and functioning in the public licensing process.

EEI/UNWMG/NTG have a number of significant concerns regarding
DOE's implementation of the NWPA, as amended, as evidence in the
DMPA, that are delineated in the enclosure to this letter that we
urge the Department to consider. Also, as part of the Enclosure,
we have recommended proposed changes to the NRC's rules of practice
to assist in meeting the three-year statutory licensing schedule.

We appreciate this opportunity to respond to the Department's
request for comments on the DMPA. We would be pleased to respond
to any questions or otherwise be of assistance to the Department as
it finalizes the 1988 Mission Plan Amendment. Please do not
hesitate to call us.

Sincerely yours,

e ei eXle President

JJK/mlf
Enclosure
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EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
and

UTILITY NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT GROUP
and

ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANIES' NUCLEAR TRANSPORTATION GROUP

Additional Comments on
1988 Draft Mission Plan Amendment (53 Fed. Reg. 24482)

EEI/UNWMG/NTG support the Mission Plan amendment process,
because it affords all interested parties the opportunity to
review DOE's progress in implementing its statutory mandate and
DOE's future plans. Mission Plan Amendments also provide a basis
for Congressional oversight and legislative action, where
appropriate. Notwithstanding our support of the process,
EEI/UNW4G/NTG have a number of significant concerns that are
delineated in this enclosure that we urge the Department to
consider.

o Waste Acceptance Schedule Adoption

Section 302 of the NWPA reflects a "bargain" that Congress
struck between DOE and those who generate high-level wastes.
Nuclear utilities and their consumers are to pay the cost for
disposing of spent nuclear fuel that they generate by paying the
one-time disposal charge (for spent fuel generated before April
7, 1983) and the one mill per kilowatt fee (for electricity
generated and sold after that date) into the Nuclear Waste Fund.
In exchange, DOE is to begin disposing of that spent fuel
beginning not later than January 31, 1988.

Congress codified these mutual obligations in Section
302(a)(5) of the NWPA. That provision requires that DOE "in
return for the payment of fees established by this section" shall
begin disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear
fuel "beginning not later than January 31, 1998." This commit-
ment was fully consistent with the intent of Congress expressed
in the legislative history leading to passage of the NWPA. The
clear congressional sentiment was to move forcefully and
expeditiously so that the nuclear waste program would be in
operation by a certain date. A further contractually binding
commitment was made in the Standard Contract for Disposal of
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Spent Nuclear Fuel (10 CFR Part 961) between DOE and sixty-
sixutilities during June 1983.

DOE recognized early on that the NWPA created an obligation
to accept spent fuel starting in 1998. As stated by Secretary
Hodel in his September 7, 1984 letter to Senator Johnston:

(I]t is my intention that this commitment in
the contracts (to take title to high-level
radioactive waste and spent fuel], together
with the overall thrust of the Act, will create
an obligation for the Department to accept
spent fuel in 1998 whether or not a repository
is in operation. This should enable utilities
to plan for their projected waste disposal
needs with confidence and certainty.

The DMPA completely ignores this statutory requirement to
accept waste on a timely schedule. Instead, it notes that under
the Standard Contract imposed by DOE on nuclear waste generators,
DOE services are provided "after commencement of facility opera-
tions,," that "under current conditions" waste acceptance at a waste
management facility cannot begin "significantly before 2003," and
that "under current conditions" the utilities will continue to be
responsible for storing their spent fuel.

This departure from the NWPA's obligations is completely
unacceptable. Wholly apart from the statutory obligation and
contractual commitments, it is simply unfair for DOE to collect
from utilities and their consumers billions of dollars without
equivalent performance by DOE of its part of the bargain. Clearly,
Congress intended that DOE press forward with implementing the
program and begin accepting spent fuel by January 31, 1998.

EEI/UNWKG/NTG recognize that the current pace of the waste
program will not support the start of repository operations until
2003 at the earliest. We also recognize that, with the statutory
linkages that Congress created between the MRS and the repository,
operation of an MRS (sited by DOE) would be impossible by January
31, 1988, since MRS construction can not begin until the repository
receives its construction authorization. (This linkage between
repository licensing and MRS construction was strongly urged on
Congress by DOE).

In light of these impediments, we are troubled by the absence
from the DMPJ of any strategy for overcoming the obstacles standing
between DOE and the 1998 date. Indeed, such discussion should be a
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key part of the DEPA. The NWPA requires that the Mission Plan
include

an evaluation of financial, political, legal,
or institutional problems that may impede the
implementation of the (NWPA], the plans of the
Secretary [of Energy] to resolve such problems,
and recommendations for any necessary legisla-
tion to resolve such problems.

DOE appears simply to accept its inability to meet the 1998
commitment. Instead, it should be developing and proposing plans
that would enable DOE to comply with the statute.

Without attempting to cover every possibility, there are a
number of actions that DOE could take. One involves an MRS sited
through the efforts of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator. The statutory
linkages between the MRS and the repository do not appear to govern
such an MRS. Therefore, DOE should be urging rapid appointment of
the Negotiator and making identification of an MRS site his or her
first priority. DOE can also, as contemplated by the NWPA,
recommend "necessary legislation to resolve such problems." DoE's
inaction will force utilities to devise ways to store spent fuel
themselves beyond the acceptance schedule mandated by the NWPA.
And, because of the costs involved in storing spent fuel beyond
1998, utilities may need to seek recovery of those costs from
DOE -- and not necessarily from the Nuclear Waste Fund.

o Repository Schedule

As noted above, the NWPAA should have allowed DOE to move the
repository program along at a faster pace in light of the con-
centration of efforts on a single repository site. Instead, the
DMPA reports that, since the 1987 Mission Plan Amendment, there has
been a six-month delay in the start of the exploratory shaft
construction and in the start of in-situ testing. EEI/UNWMG/NTG
are concerned not only with the continuing slippage in the reposi-
tory schedule, but also with the indications that DOE has not
demonstrated even this schedule to be realistic given DOE's
approach to the high-level radioactive waste program.

One example involves the six-month delay in the start of
exploratory shaft construction. Although the start of the process
has now been pushed back by half a year, there is no indication
that the completion of the site characterization process has been
similarly extended. DOE has not modified site characterization to
permit that step to be completed in six months less than previously
planned.
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Another example involves the duration of the NRC licensing
process. DOE assumes that the repository construction authoriza-
tion will be issued within three years after the construction
authorization application is filed. This duration appears to have
been adopted not because of any analysis by DOE that three years is
achievable, but rather because the NWPA calls for the NRC to issue
a construction authorization within three years after DOE submits
the application to NRC. (DOE does not assume that NRC will extend
the licensing period to four years as authorized by the NWPA). Yet
the DMPA does not set forth a strategy aimed at meeting the three-
year assumption. Indeed, one of the significant licensing-related
activities mentioned in the DMPA, the Licensing Support System
(LSS), is unlikely to shorten the licensing process strictly by
virtue of its development and implementation. Additional changes
to the NRC's rules of practice must be made to achieve the
statutorily mandated three-year licensing peridd (see the Licensing
section of the Enclosure for further discussion).

In addition to realistic schedules, DOE should also be
prepared to deal with schedule contingencies. Yet the DMPA
discussion of contingencies is lacking in substance. Particularly
with respect to the 1998 commitment date, DOE must be prepared to
address how it will meet that obligation and its contingency plans
if it fails to do so.

Electric utilities with nuclear programs need to have realis-
tic schedules for the nuclear waste program. They must make
decisions for on-site storage of spent fuel so that regardless of
the timing of DOE's program, reactor operations will not be
adversely impacted. Furthermore, they must be in a position to
decide whether and when it is appropriate to take steps to enforce
the 1998 commitment and what those steps should be.

o Monitored Retrievable Storage

As early as 1986, the industry adopted a policy in support of
the MRS. The industry's policy urged that the MRS facility be
available as early as possible and that its siting, construction,
and use not be restricted by linkages to NRC licensing and the
operation of the high-level waste repository. It needs to be
pointed out with great clarity that the historical policy was based
on the MRS serving the functions outlined in the "Improved Perfor-
mance Plan" of DOE's 1985 Mission Plan. In that Plan DOE, based
upon industry recommendations, proposed that an MRS be authorized
by Congress that would be an integral part of the high-level waste
disposal system. DOE suggested that benefits would accrue to the
program if certain waste preparation and packaging activities were
performed at the MRS. These activities were originally slated for
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the repository surface facility. DOE further proposed that the
MRS facility be centrally located to the majority of the reactors
and be available earlier than the repository.

When Congress passed the NWPAA, it authorized the MRS.
Congress authorized the Secretary of Energy to site, construct and
operate an MRS facility. However, Congress made that facility
subject to a number of conditions. First, Congress established the
MRS Review Commission to study, among other things, the advantages
and disadvantages of bringing the MRS into the waste disposal
system. Congress also delayed any DOE effort to select a site for
the MRS until the work of the Commission is completed. In
addition, the Senate/House final compromise on the new Amendments
included provisions subjecting the MRS that DOE will site to a
number of conditions that will very tightly link the construction
and operation of the MRS to the repository development at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. These linkages would a) prevent DOE from
constructing the MRS prior to receiving a repository construction
authorization from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), b) halt
construction or operation of the MRS if the license is revoked or
construction halted and c) limit the quantity of spent fuel
permitted at the MRS to 10,000 MTU before, and 15,000 MTU after,
first fuel receipt at the repository.

The MRS has the potential to provide many advantages to the
waste disposal system and, thereby, to the consumer of the nuclear
generated electricity. As an integral and early part of the waste
disposal system, the MRS could provide four fundamental advantages.

o Progress. The NWPA implementation experience thus far has
demonstrated that progress is, indeed, a precious commodity.
The MRS is an important item that could demonstrate progress
towards the operation of the disposal system earlier than
would be the case with a repository-only system.

o Waste Acceptance. DOE is under a statutory obligation and
contractual commitments to begin receiving spent fuel for
disposal from electric utilities by January 31, 1998. Given
the challenges DOE faces in developing the high-level waste
repository, having an early MRS in the waste disposal system
is the best insurance available that the contractual and
statutory commitment will be met.

o Efficiency. Having the MRS in the disposal system could
help bring the first repository into operation sooner by
allowing a more efficient repository design and licensing
process. By decoupling the licensing process for the
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surface (L~eL, MRS) and subsurface (ides repository)
facilities, DOE could pursue two separate projects whereby
the licensing of one would not interfere with the licensing
of the other.

o Flexibility. The MRS could provide vitally needed flexibil-
ity in the planning, design, construction and operation of
the disposal system, thereby lessening the effects of the
uncertainties that DOE is facing with the geologic reposi-
tory.

While the NWPAA authorizes DOE to site, construct and operate
an MRS, the linkages attached to this authorization would seem to
delay an MRS so that it would not be available until well beyond
1998. Such a "late" MRS could lose many of the significant
benefits that the MRS concept would otherwise have yielded. These
lost benefits include the ability to demonstrate progress towards
operation of a disposal system earlier than with a repository-
only system and the capability to accept spent fuel on a schedule
closer to that established in the NWPA.

However, Congress also provided for MRS siting in an alterna-
tive manner. Congress added Title 4 to the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act creating the Office of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator. One of
the-responsibilities of the Negotiator will be to find a state or
Indian tribe willing to host the MRS. The Negotiator and state or
tribe would develop an agreement on the conditions that would
control the siting, design and operation of the MRS in that state
or jurisdiction of that tribe. Congress reserved to itself the
right to approve that agreement by passing additional legislation
covering this MRS. It is presumed that this potentially early MRS
could be substituted for the MRS that DOE could site under Title 1
of the NWPA. The industry would hope that since the state or tribe
would be a willing host for the MRS, Congress would not impose the
same type of restrictions on the MRS that currently apply to the
DOE-sited MRS. Therefore, DOE should be urging rapid appointment
of the Negotiator and making identification of an MRS site his or
her first priority.

The DMPA does not analyze the relative costs and benefits of
an "early" MRS versus a "late" MRS. Nor does it indicate that DOE
is contemplating such an analysis. While such an evaluation would
to some degree parallel the work of the MRS Review Commission, DOE
should be carrying out these studies if only to advise the MRS
Review Commission of its views. DOE should also be examining
thesequestions so that it can, if the evaluation so concludes,
recommend to Congress that the linkages imposed by the NWPAA be
relaxed.

6
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o Program Costs and Funding

The DMPA reflects several changes to the cost/funding aspect
of the waste program that had previously been recommended by
EEI/UNWMG/NTG. For example, DOE has now adopted the "no new
orders" case for projecting the quantities of spent nuclear fuel
and has increased the amount of defense high-level waste that it
estimates will be disposed of in the repository. EEI/UNWMG/NTG
strongly support these changes.

We remain concerned, however, with the continuing failure of
DOE's Office of Defense Programs to contribute anything towards the
cost of the high-level nuclear waste program. The long-promised
memorandum of agreement between the Office of Defense Programs and
the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management has not
materialized. That document is supposed to codify the process by
which the defense waste disposal fee is paid into the Nuclear Waste
Fund. The electric utilities will continue to take steps that they
believe are necessary to assure that Defense Programs pays its
fair share of the cost of the nuclear waste program.

o Licensing

The D4PA states the importance of the licensing function to
the ultimate success of the waste program. We agree. However,
the DMPA does not otherwise reflect the importance of licensing.
Under the NWPA, NRC must issue a final decision on a construction
authorization for the repository within three years after DOE
submits the license application. No strategy is spelled out to
achieve the three-year licensing timetable that DOE assumes.

The NRC proceeding on DOE's application for construction
authorization will likely be among the most hotly contested and
complicated proceedings that NRC has ever faced. Unlike reactor
licensing proceedings that NRC has experienced, the repository
hearing will be unique -- the first (and perhaps only) one of its
kind. It will involve technical issues never before litigated by
NRC staff and licensing boards. It will bring together major
opposing parties with, for all practical purposes, unlimited
technical and financial resources. It will certainly attract a
very large number of other parties. The regulations and regulatory
guidance for the repository will not have previously been explored
in the adjudicatory arena. Those opposing the application will
have had more than a decade prior to submittal of the license
application in which to identify issues, retain experts, and
undertake the most elaborate preparations aimed at defeating DOE's
application. Streamlining the licensing process is crucial if
waste program schedules are to be met.
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Obviously, it is very difficult to predict the total duration
of the construction authorization proceeding. There are almost an
infinite number of variations in which the proceeding can unfold.
Given the characterizations identified in the preceding paragraph,
however, EEI/UNWMG/NTG would estimate that the duration of the
licensing process is likely to be seven to ten years. While this
estimate exceeds the nominal durations set forth in 10 CFR Part 2,
the unique nature of the proceeding makes these estimates more
appropriate to use than those contained in Part 2. For example, a
straightforward reactor proceeding might succeed in moving from
notice of opportunity for hearing to contentions definition in
perhaps five months. Since it would not be surprising if the
number of contentions filed in the construction authorization
proceeding would far exceed those filed in the most complicated
reactor licensing proceeding, substantial additional time will
certainly be needed by the parties to brief and argue these
contentions, by the licensing board to admit or reject them, and by
the appeals board or Commission to resolve the inevitable appeals.

Many recent reactor licensing proceedings lasted five to seven
years notwithstanding the absence of intervenors comparable in
resources to those who will most likely be participating in the
repository hearing. It is far more likely that the hearing will
take as long as the longest reactor proceedings, not as short as
the average ones.- Much of the delay in any proceeding can come
from the addition of late contentions. The duration estimated
above does not explicitly contemplate any delays due to late
contentions, yet the repository program is much more likely to
result in such issues than are the reactor licensing cases, if only
because of the unique nature of the proceeding. A nominal duration
of seven to ten years is probably a realistic estimate.

EEI/UNWMG/NTG believe that the DOE should actively work with
NRC to make significant changes to the procedures contained in 10
CFR Part 2 that the repository licensing proceeding will follow.
Recently, NRC, DOE, EEI/UNWMG and others concluded a negotiated
rulemaking "to develop recommendations for revision of the
Commission's discovery rules and selected other rules of practice
in 10 CFR Part 2, related to the adjudicatory proceeding for the
issuance of a license for a geologic repository for the disposal of
high-level (waste] (HLW)." 51 Fed. Reg. 45338, December 18, 1986.
NRC justified the rulemaking primarily based on the need to meet
the licensing timetable established by the NWPA.

In its notice of intent to form a negotiated rulemaking
advisory committee, the NRC stated that measures must be taken to
streamline the NRC review process if the statutory deadline is to
be met. One of these measures was the development of an electronic
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information management system, generally referred to as the
Licensing Support System (LSS). According to the NRC, if the NRC
is to reach its construction authorization decision within the
allotted three years, it will be necessary to facilitate the
discovery process, as well as to reduce the delay normally as-
sociated with the physical service of documents.

There will be a need for information sharing among all parties
concerned with the development of the repository at Yucca Mountain.
All parties have an enormous task before them as the nation moves
down the path prescribed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
Furthermore, given the unique requirements of the repository
licensing process due to the tremendous number of documents and the
volume of data relating to the repository, it is apparent that all
parties need to have some sort of document management and retrieval
system, and that some type of licensing documentation system is
necessary.

EEI/UNWMG, in coalition with the U.S. Council for Energy
Awareness (USCEA), participated in the negotiated rulemaking
process, representing those paying for the DOE high-level radioac-
tive waste program. During the course of the negotiations, we
studied the draft of the rule prepared by the Committee and
compared it with those changes to 10 CFR Part 2 that will be
necessary to meet the three to four year licensing requirement of
the NWPA, as amended. EEI/UNWMG/USCEA also studied DOE's draft
cost/benefit analysis and brought together representatives of all
segments of our industry for deliberations regarding the effective-
ness of the draft rule prepared by the Committee. Based on these
reviews, EEI/UNWMG/NTG are greatly concerned about the ability of
the LSS, as it is currently conceived and operating under the draft
proposed rule as it currently stands, to live up to its promise of
meeting the three to four year licensing requirement.

This concern is based on several facts: First, the LSS is a
new system. While it uses subsystems that are known quantities in
the automatic data processing field, it does so for a volume of
documentation and a database size that has not been attempted
before. This untried system is unlikely to lead to a reduction of
the time for licensing. It is, however, very likely (because of
system failures and the inability of the system to live up to the
requirements of the rule and, more importantly, the expectations of
the potential parties) to lead to an extension of the licensing
time. Therefore, the draft rule and the LSS raise too many
questions about its ability to aid in meeting the three to four
year requirement. Furthermore, based on a review of the cost
analysis, EEI/UNWMG were not surprised, but very disturbed to find
that our system cost estimates were correct. Based on the DOE cost
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analysis, the system will be at least one half billion dollars
before the licence is issued, if not more. This represents an
unacceptable open ended financial commitment by the electricity
consumerand offers little if any benefit, unless further changes
are made to 10 CFR Part 2.

EEI/UNWMG do not believe that the LSS as conceived in the
draft proposed rule as it currently stands provides a sufficient
benefit to the licensing process to warrant the expenditure of the
funds currently contemplated. As an alternative, a simpler, more
conventional system can be developed that would provide all of the
needs, that the LSS seeks to fill without the complications of a
new, untried and very costly system. This would entail the use of
a microfiche document system with electronic indexing available to
all potential parties and guaranteed overnight delivery of copies.
Because this conventional system could be available well before
the docketing of the License Application, it would warrant changes
to the rules of practice to achieve the efficiencies needed to meet
the three to four year licensing requirement. EEI/UNWMG could
accept the LSS as currently conceived, only with further changes to
the rules of practice to guarantee meeting the three to four year
licensing requirement.

NRC must make changes to its rules of practice that will go
beyond the creation of an LSS if it is to have any hope of ever
approaching the three year statutory timetable of Section 114(d)(2)
of the NWPA. Over the years, numerous studies have examined the
NRC licensing process and made recommendations to improve it. Some
of these recommendations, if applied to repository licensing, could
result in significant savings of time without dramatic changes in
the nature of the proceeding. EEI/UNWMG/NTG recommend that such
modifications be made. Attachment 1 provides a brief list of
recommended changes to 10 CFR Part 2. This list is not meant to be
all inclusive, but, rather, to serve as a starting point for making
those changes necessary to assure a three-year licensing process.
Only if these changes are made at the same time as those associated
with the LSS is there any hope of meeting Congress' goal. And only
if there are significant time savings are the costs of the LSS
justifiable.

In addition to streamlining the procedural aspects of the
repository licensing process, technical issues should be resolved
in advance of the licensing hearing itself (and therefore off the
critical path). This should be accomplished through NRC rulemak-
ing. This process gives all interested parties the right to
participate while culminating in a binding decision. Yet the DMPA
fails to identify this or any other comparable method to address
licensing issues. DOE should devote more attention to how the
licensing function will be accomplished.
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0 Transportation

The NWPAA has imposed new institutional responsibilities on
DOE relating to transportation. DOE correctly recognizes that it
has ample time to develop the appropriate levels of assistance to
be provided through states and local governments and Indian tribes.
We also note that DOE intends to establish a limited capability to
transport spent nuclear fuel, to an MRS or a repository, by 1998.
While we are pleased that DOE believes that it can have transporta-
tion capability in place by that date, it will have 'limited value
unless there is an "early" MRS, i~., one sited through the Nuclear
Waste Negotiator. As with other aspects of the nuclear waste
program, DOE must periodically re-evaluate the status and progress
of this aspect of the waste program to assure that it matches the
pace of other programmatic aspects.

* * * * * *
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO NRC RULES OF PRACTICE

NRC must make changes to its rules of practice that will go
beyond the creation of an LSS if it is to have any hope of
approaching the three year statutory timetable of Section 114(d)(2)
of the NWPA. Over the years, numerous studies have examined the
NRC licensing process and made recommendations to improve it. Some
of these recommendations, if applied to repository licensing, could
result in significant savings of time without dramatic changes in
the nature of the proceeding. EEI/UNWMG/NTG recommend that such
modifications be made. The following list provides a brief
description of recommended changes to 10 CFR Part 2. Only if these
changes are made at the same time as those associated with the LSS
is there any hope of meeting Congress' goal. And only if there are
significant time savings are the costs of the LSS justifiable.

o Contentions

Current NRC rules allow the admission of contentions on a
showing of "basis" and "specificity." In practice, NRC adjudica-
tory decisions have allowed the admission of contentions with no
foundation and no semblance of factual support. By requiring that
a party demonstrate that there is a genuine and substantial issue
of disputed fact requiring a hearing for its resolution, many
frivolous issues could be excluded at the start, thus reducing the
overall duration of the proceeding.

o Late Contentions

Current NRC practice is overly liberal in admitting conten-
tions filed after the period for initial definition of contentions.
Although NRC regulations establish a series of tests to be met for
the admission of late contentions, these tests are both unneces-
sarily weak and liberally applied. Often, an intervenor is
required to show little more than that he became aware of "new"
information concerning the late contention. Since there is always
going to be "new" information, especially with respect to a unique
effort like the repository, the current NRC standard may well cause
a never-ending stream of "late" contentions. A tighter standard is
both necessary and appropriate. Such a standard could be an
evidentiary showing that: 1) there is significant new information
that would require a modification in facility design/construction
to protect public health and safety (and common defense and
security); and 2) that such a modification would substantially
enhance such protection by improving overall safety.
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o Discovery

If the LSS is intended to substitute for first round produc-
tion of documents (or even all first round discovery), it is
unlikely that any time will be saved in the overall licensing
process. While the rules do set forth time limits to respond the
interrogatories and to document production requests, NRC regula-
tions provide no guidance on the overall length of the discovery
process, the amount of discovery, or the number of rounds of
discovery.

Although licensing boards may set time limitations and other
restrictions on discovery, appropriate NRC direction should be
given as part of 10 CFR Part 2. If the LSS is to result in any
overall time savings, it must be accompanied by other changes to
NRC discovery rules. These should include:

- No requests for production of documents unless the
requesting party affirmatively demonstrates that the
requested documents: 1) should have been included in the
LSS but were not, or 2) contain information that is
unavailable by other means and for which the party has a
substantial need that cannot be met in any other way.

- A limitation on the number of interrogatories that may be
asked. Many federal district courts limit the number of
interrogatories. The Federal District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia, for example, by rule limits
the number of interrogatories to thirty. While additional
interrogatories may be requested for good cause, the
courts do not favor these requests. EEI/UNWMG/NTG suggest
that the number of interrogatories be limited to one
hundred, and that only two rounds of interrogatories be
permitted. Expansion of these limits would be allowed
only on a strong showing of good cause and a demonstrated
inability to otherwise develop the information sought.

- A limitation on the number and time for taking depositions.
The Eastern District of Virginia, for example, allows only
five non-party depositions. EEI/UNWMG/NTG recommend that
the period for taking depositions be limited to six months,
commencing from the issuance of the special prehearing
conference order, and that a party be limited to not more
than twenty depositions. An expansion of these limits would
be allowed only on a strong showing of good cause and a
demonstrated inability to otherwise develop the information
sought.

1
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Other modifications to NRC procedural rules to provide for an
expeditious hearing process should also be made. These include:

o Intervention Based upon Judicial Standards

Since 1976, the NRC has allowed its licensing boards to grant
intervention status to parties that failed to meet judicial
standing requirements. This "discretionary intervention" is
legally unnecessary, tends to add additional parties to the
proceeding, complicates pre-hearing conferences, and should be
removed.

o Requirement for an Affirmative Case

EEI/UNWMG/NTG believe that a contention should not be admitted
without substantial evidentiary support. It follows that a party
sponsoring a contention should be required to present an affirma-
tive evidentiary case for that contention. Current NRC case law
places the burden of going forward on the applicant. This practice
should be reversed.

o Serlatum Hearing and Decisions

A large number of contentions are likely to be raised. The
NRC should direct that the licensing board or boards will resolve
contentions on an ongoing basis and that internal agency appeals
for these decisions need not await resolution of the last group of
issues. In this way, resolution of the final set of issues by the
licensing board will not be on the critical path for resolution of
earlier issues. While this is not inconsistent with current agency
practice, NRC direction will assure that there will be no dispute
on the timing of hearings, decisions, and appeals.

* * * * * *
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Ae00C'FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUC4lAR WASTE PROJECT O"ICE

Cd C"PM
-Cm,. me""7eas

Olt744

lepteae 6, 1165

C.. May. oActLT Uirector
Office of Civil an Radioaotiva
Waste Kanalement

V.s. Departzent of snarly
1000 Independence Ave
Washirgton, D.. t20ls

Dear Kr. ay's

The State of Nova" has cnplsted its eevev of the
ConsultatLon Draft - ie Characterisateon Plan (COSC) taor
yucca Noutasia Issued by the Office of Civilian Iadioactive Waste
Kanaqgzent (OCRMX) of the U9.S Departmne of tnsry (DOE) in
Canury. This document (Volumes I a 23 contains our coments for
your s eviev and considaratLon. We are pleased to have the
opportunity to provids suh commnts on the CD-C aend hope that
you find then oonstructive and issful " you prepare the
statutory Sit. Characterisation Plan as -requirsd by Sec. 213 of
the Puclear Waste Polcy Act (KWA)v

as you are avers, le. 1123 (b) (I) of the MWA requLres the
Secretair of Snerq to submLt to the Iuclear Requlatory
cowassisa and the state of Nevada for review " ad o nti

- a. * qeneral plan for site oaraoteriuation activitLes to
be conducted at suth candidate site, vhLch plan shall
Lnc ude

I) a ddscriptLon of such candidate sIts
Si) a description of such *lte characteristion

Otivitib.1. .
lii) plans for the decantauination and ieoouisaisninq

of such candidate siXt...

V



LV) criteria to be used to dter:n* ta suitabIlity
QC such candidate site... "'*

'V any other ItformatLon pequired by the CoxaissLon

S. *&descriltion of the esib2S waste Cora or packaging
9t0V th and, Io"stivb vaste and spent ucLeat

Co a Gonecpsal rpositor si that taces Into account
likely site specific requirtesnet.

Considrinr the MA requirements for the content of a sit.
CharacterLsation Plant W gi C*iC? to be statutorily
def~entet Sn general, the do ulpt enot site churaaterftation
activities La inadequate and In@oPl*tO, plans for
deeontteination and deco=issloning absent, description of the
assible vaste form or packga iLa nonexistent and the document

loss not con~tan a conceptual repository design.

The WA contains several other zequzLmnts regardnq the
issuance of the Site CharacterSaition lan and the initiation of
site characterisation activities. $SC 213(a) requires that the
Secretary shall consider fully the Coments received n the
statutory sCP and shall conduct *ite characteriastion activities
In -a sanner that ainises any significant adverse nvirozmantal
lapacts Identified In such comments #act 113 (b) (a) requiras that
before proceeing to sink shafts at any canldite .ite, Uh
Secratary shall (&) sake available to the public the statutory
Sit. Characteriuation lan, and (a) hold "lLa hearings in the
vicinity of such candidate sits to Infors the residents at the
area, and to receive their comments.

The Cet-Cp La not the statutor'SOP remired Lin S$c. 223 of
the MMA, and contains no dsocusson of environuental Impacts.
Further, the CD-CP has not been raleased for public comment nor
have public hearings been sonducted.

-a'ed upon th foregroin reviev of Sea. 113 regarding the
Site CharacterLsation Plae It Ls clear that Con ss intended
that the Departzent of Xnergy sot enae in any site
characterimation activities, including prepartion to proceed to
suk shafts until, the statutory BCP hUs bese eleased, public
hearings conductedo am the public's WA others, comments
received and fully considered by the acreta of nergy. only
then can Dog bein site charactearsatIon activ ties.

n August of 9S7, when D* Initially announcd lax for
the release of a 'Consutive draft SCI for Yucca Koutain e
State of Nevada end the DOE reached agreement on eve8l 1ssues
related to the state's reviev Of ths CO-SOP. Lrst, Nevada
initiated and requested a series of technical workshop on

a
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Issues. Zn additLon, the Stats Ielquested that the cD-eSc be a
con rehensive, complete document contt&LnLng study planse the
env ronmental proqwam plan, enviroraental t£e i acivity planss
and environauntal and socioeconosic onitorin; and sitLgatLon
plans.

Despite a firs co tment fros O0C that the CO-SCP would be
a compreensive document containing or accospanied by all of the
aforsuentioned plans,- DOE released the CD-ICP on January I# 11l
without these plans, with the. exception of the draft
envrnmental and socioeconomic monitoring and mitigation plans.
A1 of t vsritin of these comments, these plans have yet to be
released. Th~e makes a thorough tevLev of the sits
charactmrisation program Lapossible.

Without a reasonably complete set of detailed study plIns
and environental progral plans, it Ls imposible to adequately
oversee and review DOEs proposed prograa or characterisation of
the Yucca Mountain Sit*. t Ls also impossible to adeqately
assess the couplete Lmpact of site characteriuation on the
citisens and the environs of the State of Nevada. Therefore, the
enclosed comments must be considered preliminary given the
indequacy of the current SeP doument.

We believe the DOv' approach to mite characterLiation
should be reexamned and the SC? saifltant Ltoiad before It.
can be vrieed an a credible basis for evalua esuitability
of Yucca Montain to bost a repository. sh o of site
caracteriszation is to develop sufficient inforation s support
a deteraLntion of the suixtaility, or lack of suitability of the
site to safely isolate hiqt*leval radioactive waste with
reasonable cartl nty for thousands of years. t should cme as
no surprise that oevada's e tations Sn this endeavor ae that
any repository sLte determined to be suitable must, int, be the
best undrstood piece of geology on earth. to meet this
requirement, noth sa tn tte most tigorous objective
scintific research and Lavastftation will be acceptable. 2t the
site proves too comlex to beet this oal, or it Its zatural
waste isolation capabilities will bt compromismd by the
tecbriqwes necessauy for collection of subourface Infaoattion or
the constraction of underrolnd facilities, this should be
detersined as rapidly end efficiently as possible ln order to
avoid vastin; billions of dollars and a number of years in
fruitless pursuit Ot a rational nuclear waste rapository at
Tucca Kowntans. The document as written fails to ask crucial
site suitability qeostions lack especificity required for an
adequate end meaingfUl eiw, a, most importantly, attempts
to cloud and obscure technical issues and d rt attention from
potentially disqulfying fglaw.-
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Perhaps the lost tundasental shortcoming of the co-Scp is
the implcit assuptLon that Yucca HeUtnin ls, Ln fact,
suitable for development as a repooitory. the ComsCp reflects n5o
focused, credible effort to examine, st arty tius during the site
charactmrization proram, iotential dLaquXiLfjr2 conditions
which are well recognised to exist at the it** A ajor decision
point must be established within the statutory Sep to determine
whether site charactsrization should continue or nct. & 1o0
no-gow determination should be made early in the site
characterization program consistent with recaohmdations made to
the 002 in l97S about the yucca Uountain sit* by the National
academy of sciences.

Sn order to arrive at the expected and required leval of
knowledqg and understanding of the sit* the DOE's plan aust take
into account, In the most scientiftoay objective and rigorous
manner, the couplexity of the sIts and setting and the fect that
the available data can lead to venous interpretations of the
geologlc history and dynamics of the system of which Yucca
lountain Ls a parts Zt Ls only thouh a wary carefully planned
and couprehensive data collection effort, allowing for the
mergence of a spectrum of Iterntive intereations, that the

future dyn=¢cs and effects of the t can be reasonably
predicted and serve as the basis of a 2 iceas application to the
mnc Zt is not the initial purpose of site obaracterLsatLon to
simply seek to collect sufficient data to u!port a preconceived
site suitebility or repository design not on. te ,eologio
barrier system and all geologic processes that affect lt must be
fully defined. If the competence of this primary barrier is
judged suitable for long-term waste isolation, the desLn options
and their effects on waste isolation can subsequently be
evaluated. 2be enclosed comments demonstrate that serious flew.
exist with the CD-SOP and with the OOZe antire approach to site
charactxseation.

our rview of the Co-O suvpests that (I) the Department of
rgy ha failed to reoons the aMlexity of the sitem (2)

ther Upartment of Xnergy has made a determination that careful
charactarisation is not naeessary, nor perhaps desireble and
(3) the t of nGy has iled to effectively develop
and sao required scientific program to confidently select
and a the site. Z urge you to re-examLne the SOP and
the Departenat's entire site characterication program.

Finally, the St of Nevada has reviewed the Nuclear
Raqulatory Comalsoions comments on the CD-SCP and find agreement
;ijEW'&. of the issues which nc has aised including the need
for 001 to have a fully qualified Quality Assurance hogram in
place prior to finalising the design or initiation of the
excavation of the exploratory shaft..
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Z torst that our Cosints, V1l e bn takii% 5j the constructive
manner tn vhLch they are presented My statf stands Coady to
seat vgith reprsentatfves of the DeParMnt of mneqfy to d16cuss
our comontsa.2 look forward to your response,

*Lnostey,

"bait R. OUx=
zxutLve Drector

Msuaiest4
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Department of Energy,
Washington, DC 20585

SEP 1 1988

Robert R. Loux, Executive Director
Nuclear Waste Project Office
State of Nevada
Evergreen Center, Suite 1252
1802 N. Carson St.
Carson City, NV 89701

Dear Mr. Loux:

As you know, the U.S. Department of Energy's Site Characterization
Plan/Consultation Draft (SCP/CD) was released to the State of Nevada as
well as the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and others on
January 8, 1988, for review and comment.

In a letter dated May 27, 1988, I explained to you that to assure
consideration of the State of Nevada's comments on the SCP/CD, those
comments needed to be received by the Department before June 30, 1988. I
regret that the State was not able to submit comments by that time. I
noted in my letter that any comments received after June 30, 1988, might
not be fully considered due to the Department's intent to release the SCP
by the end of the calendar year and the schedule necessary to meet that
date.

Over the past two months we have made significant progress in addressing
the comments received from the NRC and others, and in redrafting the
SCP/CD. We are now completing that effort.

Based on the current schedule for production of the SCP, the Department is
unable to address any further comments on the January 8, 1988, SCP/CD prior
to the issuance of the SCP. Any additional comments that we receive on the
SCP/CD will be reviewed against the completed SCP and appropriately
addressed in the first SCP progress report. In the meantime, we will be
pleased to meet with you to discuss in detail any comments you may have.

The Department looks forward to the State's comments on the SCP when the
SCP is released for public review and comient. We will continue to keep
the State advised of the SCP production as we come closer to the issuance
date.

Sincerely,

Acting Associate Director for Systems
Integration and Regulations

office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management
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Robert R. Loux, Executive Director
Nuclear Waste Project Office
State of Nevada
Evergreen Center, Suite 1252
1802 N. Carson Street
Carson City, NV 89701

Dear Mr. Loux:

As you know, the U.S. Department of Energy's Site Characterizati
Plan/Consultation Draft (SCP/CD) was released to the State of
Nevada as well as the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and others on January 8, 1988, for review and comment.

In a letter dated May 27, 1988, I explained to you that to
incorporate the State of Nevada's comments on the SCP/CD, those
comments needed to be received by the Department before June 30,
1988. I regret that the State was not able to submit comments bk
that time. I noted in my letter that any comments received after
June 30, 1988, might not be fully considered due to the
Department' s commitment to release the SCP by the end of the
calendar year and the schedule necessary to meet that date. -

am m
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Over the past two months we have made significant progress in
addressing the comments received from the NRC and others, and
redrafting the SCP/CD. We are now completing that effort.

in

Based on the current schedule for production of the SCP, the
Department is unable to consider any further comments on the
January 8, 1988, SCP/CD; however, let me assure you that any
comments submitted on the SCP/CD will be fully addressed in
subsequent SCP progress reports. In the meantime, we 'will be
pleased to meet with you to discuss your comments in detail.

The Department looks forward to the State's comments on the SCP
when the SCP is released for the public review and comment. We
will continue to keep the State advised of the SCP production as
we come closer to the issuance date.

Sincerely,

9/ /88
amMO
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Ralph Stein
Acting Associate Director for

Systems Integration and Regulati
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management
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Robert R. Loux, Executive Director
Nuclear Waste Project Office
State of Nevada
Evergreen Center, Suite 1252
1802 N. Carson Street
Carson City, NV 89701

Dear Mr. Loux:

As you know, the U.S. Department of Energy's Site Characterizatic
Plan/Consultation Draft (SCP/CD) was released to the State of
Nevada as well as the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and others on January 8, 1988, for review and comment.

In a letter dated May 27, 1988, I explained to you that to
incorporate the State of Nevada's comments on the SCP/CD, those
comments needed to be received by the Department before June 30,
1988. --I regret that the State was not able to submit comments b)
that time. I noted in my letter that any comments received afte
June 30, 1988, might not be fully considered due to the
Department's commitment to release the SCP by the end of the
calendar year and the schedule necessary to meet that date.

Over the past two months we have made significant progress in
addressing the comments received from the NRC and others, and in
redrafting the SCP/CD. We are now completing that effort.

Based on the current schedule for production of the SCP, the
Department is unable to consider any further comments on the
January 8, 1988, SCP/CD; however, let me assure you that any
comments submitted on the SCP/CD will be fully addressed in
subsequent SCP progress reports. In the meantime, we will be
pleased to meet with you to discuss your comments in detail.

The Department looks forward to the State's comments on the SCP
when the SCP is released for the public review and comment. We
will continue to keep the State advised of the SCP production as
we come closer to the issuance date.
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Sincerely,

Ml!.............

RW-323:KAK:jem:9/1/88:-9761
DK:CK/A:LOUX

Ralph Stein
Acting Associate Director for

Systems Integration and Regulati
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management
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